
Chance 
number Basic description Basic type Head parts for Mixed Head name

Abdomen parts for 
Mixed

Abdomen 
name Thorax parts for Mixed

Thorax 
name Special additional

1 Humanoid an Avatarian Parasitic attachments a Suk Natural armor hell Prehensile tail ind has toxic blood.
2 Reptilian a Demorian Superior vision an Ocu Wings fli Stinging tail ab has toxic spittle or spray.
3 Insectoid a Chiktistran Superior smell a Snif Jumping legs hi Shocking tail ock can regenerate.
4 Amoeboid a Plasmodron Superior hearing an Aura Running legs unn Club tail ash has natural camouflage.
5 Robotic a Created Teeth and claws a Rend Tentacles tent Display tail ow has fast reflexes.
6 Amphibian (like a frog) an Amphibian Unhingeble jaw a Swal Burrowing limbs hol Undifferentiated tail ite is skilled at survival in alien environments.
7 Radially symetrical (like a a Radiolarian Prehensile proboscis a Trun Humanoid legs oot is skilled at deciphering alien script.
8 Fish-like a Piscean Humanoid torso an Ava Reptilian legs in is skilled at figuring alien technology.
9 Dolphin-like a Cetacean Reptilian torso a Dema Insectoid legs utt has radio hearing.

10 Plant-like a Botanic Insectoid torso a Chik is equipped with cybernetics.
11 Beast-like (like a Wookie) a Beastial Artificial torso a Cybor has psychic powers.
12 Incorporeal a Wraith Amphibian torso a Toad has telekinetic powers.
13 Mixed Mixed Radiolarian torso a MiGo has a non carbon-based body.
14 Piscean torso a Pisc is phase shifting.
15 Cetacean torso a Set is very strong.
16 Botanic torso a Bot is very tough.
17 Beastial torso a Yet is big.
18 is amphibious.
19 can generate a force field.
20 can photosynthesise.
21 can shoot quills.
22 has echo-location.
23 has nothing out of the ordinary.

If Mixed, use the Head, Abdomen 
and Thorax columns to find what 
the creature looks like.

Every creature has a chance for 
some special characteristic that 
is not externally visible.


